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Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
The fast growth in world population and the associated energy requirements, the announced
depletion of fossil fuel resources, the continuing rise in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions with
the induced climatic changes represent some of the major challenges to be taken up in the
coming years and decades. Hybridization therefore typically represents a transition technology
which can significantly improve the energy and environmental performance of current vehicles,
without radically changing their use typologies, while opening the way to new propulsion
modes for the longer term. It is nevertheless a complex subject requiring a multidisciplinary
approach. This book, which is intended to be exhaustive, considers the vehicle, its
components, their association and their control, as well as the global balances determined over
the vehicle lifetime. It starts with a general presentation of the various conditions of use of
vehicles, to give readers an understanding of the stakes related to the development of hybrid
vehicles and the methods used to compare the performance of the various solutions. The
principles and the various types of internal combustion engine and electrical drives, onboard
energy storage systems, principles, architectures, specific components and operation of hybrid
drivetrains, as well as the energy management in these vehicles, are developed. A global
analysis of the various drivetrains life cycle assessment (LCA), total costs and availability of
sensitive materials is also provided. This book is intended for everyone involved in the design,
manufacture and implementation of hybrid drive vehicles and their components. It will also be
of interest to students, teachers and researchers wishing to acquire or further their knowledge
in all fields impacted by drivetrain electrification. More globally, after consulting this book,
readers will be in a position to evaluate the technologies related to the concept of drivetrain
hybridization, their implementation, balances and generalization conditions. This book is
available in French Under the title "Véhicules hybrides". Contents : 1. Vehicle use. 2. Internal
combustion engines. 3. Electric drivetrain. 4. On-board energy storage systems. 5.
Hybridization. 6. Control of hybrid vehicles. 7. Comparative study of hybrid vehicles:
greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption, and cost. Appendixes.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and
their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to
be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
Sociology of sport - Using social theories - Studying the past - Sports and socialisation - Sports
and children - Sports and deviance - Sports and violence - Sports and gender - Sports and
race and ethnicity - Sports and social class - Sports and the economy - Sports and the media Sports policy, politics and globalisation.
A comprehensive text, combining all important concepts and topics of Electrical Machines and
featuring exhaustive simulation models based on MATLAB/Simulink Electrical Machine
Fundamentals with Numerical Simulation using MATLAB/Simulink provides readers with a
basic understanding of all key concepts related to electrical machines (including working
principles, equivalent circuit, and analysis). It elaborates the fundamentals and offers numerical
problems for students to work through. Uniquely, this text includes simulation models of every
type of machine described in the book, enabling students to design and analyse machines on
their own. Unlike other books on the subject, this book meets all the needs of students in
electrical machine courses. It balances analytical treatment, physical explanation, and handsPage 1/3
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on examples and models with a range of difficulty levels. The authors present complex ideas in
simple, easy-to-understand language, allowing students in all engineering disciplines to build a
solid foundation in the principles of electrical machines. This book: Includes clear elaboration
of fundamental concepts in the area of electrical machines, using simple language for optimal
and enhanced learning Provides wide coverage of topics, aligning with the electrical machines
syllabi of most international universities Contains extensive numerical problems and offers
MATLAB/Simulink simulation models for the covered machine types Describes
MATLAB/Simulink modelling procedure and introduces the modelling environment to novices
Covers magnetic circuits, transformers, rotating machines, DC machines, electric vehicle
motors, multiphase machine concept, winding design and details, finite element analysis, and
more Electrical Machine Fundamentals with Numerical Simulation using MATLAB/Simulink is a
well-balanced textbook perfect for undergraduate students in all engineering majors.
Additionally, its comprehensive treatment of electrical machines makes it suitable as a
reference for researchers in the field.
Automotive Air-conditioning and Climate Control Systems is a complete text and reference on
the theoretical, practical and legislative aspects of vehicle climate control systems for
automotive engineering students and service professionals. It provides the reader with a
thorough up-to-date knowledge of current A/C systems, refrigerants and the new possible
replacement systems like CO2, and includes unrivalled coverage of electronic and electrical
control. Filling the gap in the automotive engineering and servicing market for students and
those training on the job, this book will help both newcomers and those with more experience
of air-conditioning systems maintenance engineering to keep up with the latest developments
and legislation. Detailed coverage of European and US vehicle HVAC systems Thorough
explanation of current and future systems including CO2 Meets relevant C&G, IMI, and HND
vocational and professional qualifications IMI recommended reading material Includes practical
cases studies and examples from design and manufacturing companies including Ford,
Vauxhall, Toyota, VW, Visteon, Sanden and others, accompanied by over 300 detailed
illustrations and photographs
With a Haynes manual, you can do it yourself…from simple maintenance to basic repairs.
Haynes writes every book based on a complete teardown of the vehicle. We learn the best
ways to do a job and that makes it quicker, easier and cheaper for you. Our books have clear
instructions and hundreds of photographs that show each step. Whether you’re a beginner or
a pro, you can save big with Haynes! Step-by-step procedures Easy-to-follow photos Complete
troubleshooting section Valuable short cuts Color spark plug diagnosis
This book is the international edition of the proceedings of IS-Seoul 2011, the Fifth
International Symposium on Deformation Characteristics of Geomaterials, held in Seoul, South
Korea, in September 2011.The book includes 7 invited lectures, as well as 158 technical
papers selected from the 182 submitted. The symposium explored ideas about the complex
load-deformation response in geomaterials, including laboratory methods for small and large
strains; anisotropy and localization; time-dependent responses in soils; characteristics of
treated, unsaturated, and natural geomaterials; applications in field methods; evaluation of field
performance in geotechnical structures; and physical and numerical modeling in
geomechanics. These topics were grouped under a number of main themes, including
experimental investigations from very small strains to beyond failure; behavior, characterization
and modeling of various geomaterials; and practical prediction and interpretation of ground
response: field observation and case histories. Both the symposium and this book represent an
important contribution to the exchange of advanced knowledge and ideas in geotechnical
engineering and promote partnership among participants worldwide.
Modern cars are more computerized than ever. Infotainment and navigation systems, Wi-Fi,
automatic software updates, and other innovations aim to make driving more convenient. But
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vehicle technologies haven’t kept pace with today’s more hostile security environment,
leaving millions vulnerable to attack. The Car Hacker’s Handbook will give you a deeper
understanding of the computer systems and embedded software in modern vehicles. It begins
by examining vulnerabilities and providing detailed explanations of communications over the
CAN bus and between devices and systems. Then, once you have an understanding of a
vehicle’s communication network, you’ll learn how to intercept data and perform specific
hacks to track vehicles, unlock doors, glitch engines, flood communication, and more. With a
focus on low-cost, open source hacking tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, Kayak, can-utils,
and ChipWhisperer, The Car Hacker’s Handbook will show you how to: –Build an accurate
threat model for your vehicle –Reverse engineer the CAN bus to fake engine signals –Exploit
vulnerabilities in diagnostic and data-logging systems –Hack the ECU and other firmware and
embedded systems –Feed exploits through infotainment and vehicle-to-vehicle communication
systems –Override factory settings with performance-tuning techniques –Build physical and
virtual test benches to try out exploits safely If you’re curious about automotive security and
have the urge to hack a two-ton computer, make The Car Hacker’s Handbook your first stop.
Ford Full-Size Vans 1992-95 Shop ManualHaynes32 pgs., 76 ill.
This latest edition of the bestselling Auto Repair Manual covers more than 1,900 models of
domestic cars from 1982-1988 and includes more than 55,000 essential service specifications
and repair facts as well as 2,500 diagrams, cutaways, and quick-check spec charts. Illustrated.
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